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Rescue Weary
Daily, we have “rescued”
dogs presented to our practice. Like most veterinary
practices, we have seen and
heard so many stories about
rescued dogs that the definition of “rescue” has become
blurred and diluted.
When I started in veterinary
practice, I thought “rescue”
either meant that the dog
was literally rescued from a
disaster like drowning or a
burning building or the dog
was a search and rescue
dog – a dog that was intensely trained to find lost
people.
Rescue has morphed into a
term used for something other than dogs that were in
genuinely life- threatening
situations – who had no hope
of survival without heroic efforts.
Today, dogs that are to be
euthanized at overcrowded
animal welfare organization
facilities, sometimes termed
“humane societies” (now
known as shelters or rescue
groups) and then removed
for re-homing are considered
to have been rescued. Similarly dogs that were simply
previously housed in large
scale commercial breeding
facilities where they may

Marty Greer DVM

have been poorly cared for
are also considered “rescued.”
Fast forward to 2010. Somewhere along the way, rescue
broadened still further. Somehow, every dog sold by a
breeder, a pet store, a humane
organization or pound or shelter, is now considered to be
“adopted” as a “rescued”
dog.
Our clients love to believe they
have adopted a dog that may
have needed them more than
they needed it. Such a belief
makes them feel good, even
heroic. No matter the source of
the dog, it is now considered
politically correct to “adopt” a
“rescued dog.” We hear tales
of the horrible life the dog was
plucked from and that the new
owner “knows” the dog was
abused because of a terrible
scar or the fear of the broom or
vacuum the poor dog may
have. Of course, this can only
mean that the dog was struck
with the broom or chased with
a vacuum. It bears no resemblance to the fact that dogs
just don’t like the ultrasonic
sounds emitted by the average
Hoover, in action or brooms
that tip over as the dog zooms
through the kitchen. Or the
scar that is present from when
a barbed wire fence was hit

while the dog was our on a
fun run and was having too
much fun to look where it
was charging around.
Granted, there are still dogs
and cats that are found and
removed from unfortunate
circumstances. But this number is, in my opinion, a small
percentage of the dogs that
find their way into a new
home as either a puppy/
kitten or adult. Most of the
dogs we see that arrive at
their homes through “rescue”
are nothing more than a second or third hand dog – a
pet that did not find it’s forever home in the first attempt. Or perhaps a dog
that was in a breeders kennel
until the breeder determined
he or she was better suited to
be a pet than a show or
breeding dog. The stigma
needs to be removed from
the breeder who rehomes a
dog when it is more appropriate than for the dog to stay
at the breeder’s home.
There are many reasons dogs
end up becoming secondhand dogs. Owners become
ill, get married, have children,
move, become the caretakers of their parents, lose
their jobs, become allergic,
Continued on page 4

Miniature Schnauzer Club of Michigan
SATURDAY LUNCH & MEETING
February 22, 2014
12:00 Noon

Sorrento’s Food & Spirits
6395 W Pierson Rd, Flushing, MI 48433
Phone:(810) 659-4351
Menu: eatsorrentos.com
Email Sue Quinn (quinndixie@gmail.com) or post to the list if you will be attending

BUSINESS MEETING– Immediately following Lunch
If you wish to discuss a matter, have your information ready. Committees, be ready
with your reports. This will help keep time to a minimum

Directions: From I-75 (North and South) take Exit 122 (W. Pierson Rd.) to
the West. After the stoplight at Luce Rd. the restaurant will be on the left
hand side before Elms Rd.

GUESTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!!
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2014 Calendar of Important Events
FEBRUARY 22–
Sorrento’s
Restaurant in Flint,
12:00 noon
APRIL 26MSCM Meeting,
Bavarian Inn,
Frankenmuth
JUNE 14–
MSCM Meeting, Beth Santure’s
residence in Milan

Continued from page 1

become overwhelmed with pet ownership, or made a mistake when matching their needs with the needs of their
pet. Sometimes it is the behavior of the
dog which they cannot manage or
change, or the cost of daily care. A
significant change over the last 70 or so
years is that our dogs now live much
longer, often well into their teens. Before that, dogs suffered more often
from premature death due to trauma
(the belief that dogs should be allowed
to run free outside), previously untreatable diseases, inadequate nutrition, or
lack of basic veterinary care. Veterinary

The
Whelping
Box
On December 29, 2013, CH Secatep's
Simon Says (Robson) and CH
Jacqueminot J'Escarlet Pour Donnella
(Scarlet) welcomed a litter of 4 girls.
There are two salt and pepper and
two black and silvers.

JULY 25MSCM Fifth Agility Trial, Dexter, MI
AUGUST 16–
MSCM Meeting,Joanne Forster’s
residence in Elkton

OCTOBER 3-5–
Montgomery County
Weekend-Pennsylvania
OCTOBER 19MSCM Meeting, Sue Quinn’s
residence in Macomb

SEPTEMBER 26MSCM Fall Specialty Show-Monroe,
MI-Monroe County Fairgrounds

DECEMBER - 6
MSCM Christmas Banquet, Coral
Gables, East Lansing

medical advances now allow for
greater longevity and dogs have a
much elevated position in the lives of
Americans today. Because dogs now
live longer than ever before, we are
also more likely to see dogs outlive
their owners, or outlive the ability or
desire of the owner for their pet.
This is not meant to diminish the important work good-hearted and wellmeaning animal lovers do in caring for
dogs and cats who need better lives.
It is hard work and it takes special
people who can open their hearts
and wallets to help the less fortunate
animals in our society. However, we
should distinguish which pets were in
truly dramatic circumstances from
those merely in need of a new home. I
estimate over 50% of new dogs we
now see in practice are described as
rescue dogs by their owners. I understand that makes the owner feel good
about their newly acquired pet. Unfortunately, it also dilutes the importance
of dog and cat acquisitions (not
adoptions) from sources that are vehicles for rehoming.
We should be careful as a society as
to what we classify as inadequate
care. Every veterinarian I know has
patients who would benefit from dental care. We see two barriers to this: 1.
Fear of the expense of the care and
2. Fear of anesthetic and surgical
complications. These two fears have
left many patients with untreated veterinary medical conditions that some
could interpret as neglect on the part
of the owner. I dread the day that my
clients are afraid to come to the vet-

erinary clinic for care for fear their pet
could be confiscated by authorities
who believe their reluctance to treat
their pet’s dental disease justifies removing their beloved pet from them.
(See companion article: “What is
wrong with putting teeth in the dog
laws?”)
Veterinarians are regularly asked to
discount fees to help rescued animals.
But what qualifies as a rescued dog,
and are veterinarians responsible for
footing the bill for them?
With the terms “rescue” and
“adoption” so overused, we in the veterinary industry have become numb to
these terms, as they are not used as
they are intended. We need to be able
to filter which dogs are saved from dramatic life-threatening circumstances
and those dogs or cats who simply outlived their first owner’s capacity to
maintain them in their lives.
Instead of calling these animals rescued or adopted, I propose that we
develop new and more specific language to describe animal circumstances with greater accuracy. Let’s
save the term rescue for true disasters
and adoption as a specific legal process for human children.
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The objective of the Miniat
ure Schnauzer Club of
Michigan is to advance the
principals and scientific
practices in the breeding of
purebred Miniature
Schnauzers: foster co-opera
tion between breeder,
owner, and veterinarian; enc
ourage the exchange of
information and experience
among the club members and between show-giv
ing clubs; to conduct
sanctioned and licensed spe
cialty shows and matches; and to encourage the adh
erence to the high
standards of conduct and to
the rules and regulations of the American Kennel
Club.

We’reon
on the
We’re
theWeb!
Web!

www.miniatureschnauzerclubofmichiganorg

www.mimiatureschnauzerclubofmichigan.org

From The President…….
On Friday, January 16, at the
Livonia Kennel Club Show, I
participated in Meet the
Breeds with Dixie. Although
Friday had a smaller crowd
then Saturday, this is a great
opportunity to showcase our
Miniature Schnauzers to the
public. Of course, those dogs
that love people and petting
are the best for this public education! Hopefully, our club can
participate again next year
too.
Sue Quinn
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Show Calendar
Obedience & Rally
March 8-9 Obed & Rally
St. Joe Valley Agility Club
Buchanan, MI
Closes 2-19
March 21-23 Obed & Rally
CDTC
Flint, MI
Closes 3-5
March 22-Rally
AADTC
Whitmore Lake, MI
Closes ?
March 28-29-Rally
Kalamazoo KC
Kalamazoo, MI
Closes 3-12
April 3-5 Obed & Rally
Saginaw Valley KC
Birch Run, MI
Closes 3-19
April 25-27 Obed & Rally
Progressive Dog Club
Birch Run, MI

Closes 4-9

Agility
March 29-30
Bouvier Club
Dexter, MI
Closes 3-12
April 4-6
German Wirehaired Club
Dexter, MI
Closes 3-20
April 11-13
Siberian Husky Club
Dexter, MI
Closes 3-26

April 18-20
Midland MI Kennel Club
Midland, MI
Closes 4-4
April 25-27
Ibizian Hound Club
Dexter, MI
Closes 4-11

Conformation
April 5-6
Saginaw Valley KC
Birch Run, MI
Closes 3-19
April 25-27
TCM, Progressive KC
Birch Run, MI
Closes 4-9

Brags
"Loneacre's Time For Two - "Ajax"
earned his MACH 9 at the CCCC
trial at the MSU Pavilion on November 29, 2013." Ajax is owned by
member JoAnne Scott

